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Guardian Automotive extends  
overnight replacement windscreen delivery service 

 
Bertrange, Luxembourg, September 13, 2016 – Guardian Automotive, a leading producer 
of premium quality automotive replacement glass (ARG), has announced that it is to extend 
its overnight delivery service for customers in Belgium. 
 
Guardian Automotive already successfully operates an overnight replacement windscreen 
delivery service in Germany, the Netherlands, Austria and Luxembourg. Beginning 
September 19, 2016, customers in Belgium will be able to order automotive replacement 
glass parts for overnight delivery. They will be able to choose from more than 220.000 
premium quality parts for cars and trucks, including windscreens, back windows, side 
windows and accessories. These include windscreens as well as back- and sidelights for 
cars and trucks. Shipments will take just under 24 hours, starting at 1 piece per customer. 
 
Introducing the new service, Rainer Amann, Guardian Automotive Customer Service 
Manager Germany, said: “We have been able to serve many customers efficiently from our 
stock of high quality aftermarket alternatives. Our OEM-quality replacement windscreens 
can now be delivered overnight in Belgium, thanks to the efficiencies of our modern  
11.000 m² central warehouse in Karlsruhe, Germany, and a network of international 
carriers.” 
 
Amann added: “As a leading supplier of ARG to the aftermarket industry, we have the 
know-how, the facilities and the drive to meet - and exceed – customer expectations every 
day.” 
 
Guardian Automotive is exhibiting in hall 6/level 2/stand A50 at Automechanika (13-17 
September 2016) in Frankfurt, Germany. 
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About Guardian Industries Corp.: 
Guardian Industries Corp. is a privately held, diversified, global company headquartered in 
Auburn Hills, Michigan. Guardian, and its family of companies, employ 17,000 people and 
operates facilities throughout North America, Europe, South America, Africa, the Middle 
East and Asia, with a vision to create value for customers and society through constant 
innovation using fewer resources. Guardian Glass is a leading international manufacturer of 
float, value-added, and fabricated glass products and solutions for architectural, residential, 
interior, transportation and technical glass applications. SRG Global is one of the world’s 
largest manufacturers of advanced, high value coatings on plastics for the automotive, 
commercial truck and consumer goods industries, providing solutions for greater surface 
durability, structural integrity, functionality, vehicle efficiency and design flexibility. Guardian 
Building Products is a leading U.S.-based distributor of specialty building products. 
Visit www.guardian.com. 
 
 

 
Guardian Automotive extends overnight replacement windscreen delivery service. 
(Photo Guardian Industries Corp., GRDPR125) 
 
 
 
This press release and relevant photography can be downloaded 
from www.PressReleaseFinder.com. 
Alternatively for very high resolution pictures please contact Siria Nielsen 
(snielsen@emg-pr.com, +31 164 317 036). 
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